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ORAM 500 Series modules are based on the standard API
rack, but if you use our rack case you get a higher rail voltage
for more headroom and better performance.

A ll electronic circuits are from the ORAM consoles, so the
same mic pre’s, the same EQ’s and the Sonicomp compressor
technology.



To launch this range, order now for a deal that is

A MAZ ING!!
Mic Pre as used in our top format consoles List: £495 Deal: £CALL

EQ to my Series 80 design List: £652 Deal: £CALL

Limiter/ Compressor like our Sonicomp List: £652 Deal: £CALL

Buy all three together: List: £1799 Deal: £CALL

Contact: john@johnoram.com



MWS - dual microphone work station

A supreme quality mic pre and EQ with our
large-format console circuits. Studio, live and
broadcast standard dual channel unit with
calibrated metering and super headroom.

Hi-Def 35 - dual high definition Equaliser

Ultimate performance EQ from the British EQ
expert. Usual John Oram headroom, low
noise and incredible musical feel following all
his World-Class parameters.

Sonicomp 2 - dual compressor/ limiter

Precision limiter/ compressor with unique
optical & solid state attenuators for instant
performance comparison. Calibrated quality
VU metering for level and gain reduction
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The original ORAM PRO 1993 rack that launched the
range of products from John Oram, now re-issued and
made in the same English factory. High quality analogue
audio made with care and attention to detail, and built to
last.





The ORAM LS102 is a high quality monitor featuring two 4" low to mid drivers
and one 1" dome tweeter. Ideal as a nearfield or midfield device.

A lso available as a powered unit with inbuilt power amplifier.

The design features a magnetic screen built into the cabinet to shield speaker
magnetism from close proximity computer monitor screens, perfect for the DAW
user working in restricted studio space.

The power handling capability of the monitor is 50 watt RMS at 4 ohm and the dual
gold plated speaker terminals allow for bi-wiring. The monitors are finished in black
veneer with white cones and are perfect for stereo near-field and surround
applications.

The frequency response is from 30Hz to 22kHz with a very low distortion rating.

Measuring 17"  by 12"  by 7"  and weighing 20 pounds each, the speakers are
available now for £CALL GBP per pair.


